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TABLE III
TRUE MINIMUM REQUIRED BIT LENGTHS FOR THE FOUR REALIZATIONS IN
DIFFERENT FORMATS OF EXAMPLE 1
TABLE IV
TRUE MINIMUM REQUIRED BIT LENGTHS FOR THE FOUR REALIZATIONS IN
DIFFERENT FORMATS OF EXAMPLE 2
ization w0 of Example 1 while fixed-point is the best format to im-
plement w0 of Example 2. In fact, for Example 2, we had deliberately
chosen w0 as the transformation of the initial controller realization in
[1] by a similarity transformation matrix to favor a fixed-point imple-
mentation. However, as expected, the optimal floating-point realiza-
tion wopt(2) implemented in floating-point format is always the best
in terms of robustness to FWL errors. Also, the results in Table I show
that fixed-point format is better than block-floating-point format to im-
plement wopt(￿) of Example 1 for 1 ￿ ￿ ￿ 3, while the results of
Table II indicate that the opposite is true for Example 2. This simply
confirms the fact that the performance of block-floating-point scheme
critically depends on how to divide w into blocks. With a proper di-
vision, block-floating-point scheme should beat fixed-point scheme in
terms of robustness to FWL errors. The results also show that the pro-
posed optimization procedure is very effective. This can be seen by
comparingthevaluesofthemeasureforw0 andwopt(￿)implemented
in a same format ￿.
Table III compares the true minimum required bit lengths ￿
min
r ,
￿
min
p and ￿
min of the initial realization w0 implemented in the three
different schemes with those of fixed-point implemented wopt(1),
floating-point implemented wopt(2) and block-floating-point imple-
mented wopt(3) of Example 1. It can be seen that the floating-point
implemented wopt(2) requires at least 12 bits to ensure closed-loop
stability which is much better than minimum 22 bits needed by
fixed-point implemented wopt(1) or minimum 23 bits needed by
block-floating-point implemented wopt(3). Table IV summarizes the
minimum required bit lengths ￿
min
r , ￿
min
p , and ￿
min for fixed-point
implemented wopt(1), floating-point implemented wopt(2) and
block-floating-point implemented wopt(3) of Example 2 together with
those for w0 in the three formats. It can be seen that the floating-point
implemented wopt(2) needs at least 13 bits to maintain closed-loop
stability which is again better than minimum 19 bits needed by
fixed-point implemented wopt(1) or minimum 16 bits needed by
block-floating-point implemented wopt(3).
Notice that any realization w 2S C implemented in infinite preci-
sion (unlimited ￿r and infinite ￿p) will achieve the exact performance
of the infinite-precision implemented w0, which is the designed con-
trollerperformance.Forthisreason,theinfinite-precisionimplemented
w0 is referred to as the ideal controller realization wideal. In Example
Fig. 1. Unit impulse response of y (k) for w , 15-bit floating-point
implemented w (five exponent bits and nine mantissa bits), and 15-bit
floating-point implemented w (2) (five exponent bits and nine mantissa bits)
of Example 1.
Fig. 2. Unit impulse response of y(k) for w , 33-bit block-floating-point
implemented w (two block exponent bits and 30 block mantissa bits), and
33-bitblock-floating-pointimplementedw (3)(threeblockexponentbitsand
29 block mantissa bits) of Example 2.
1, there are two outputs y(k)=[ y1(k)y2(k)]
T. Fig. 1 compares the
unit impulse response of the first plant output y1(k) of Example 1 for
theidealcontrollerwideal withthoseofthe15-bitfloating-pointimple-
mented w0 (five exponent bits and nine mantissa bits) and the 15-bit
floating-point implemented wopt(2) (five exponent bits and nine man-
tissabits).Fig.2comparestheunitimpulseresponseoftheplantoutput
y(k) of Example 2 for wideal with those of the 33-bit block-floating-
point implemented w0 (two block exponent bits and 30 block mantissa
bits) and the 33-bit block-floating-point implemented wopt(3) (three
block exponent bits and 29 block mantissa bits). These results clearly
show that, for a chosen ￿, the corresponding optimal realization is al-
ways much better than the initial realization.
Fig. 3 compares the unit impulse response of y1(k) of Example 1
for wideal with those of the 22-bit fixed-point implemented wopt(1)
(￿g =3and ￿f =1 8 ), the 22-bit floating-point implemented wopt(2)
(￿e =5 , and ￿w =1 6 ) and the 22-bit block-floating-point imple-
mentedwopt(3) (￿h =2blockand ￿u =1 9 ).Fig.4 comparestheunit
impulseresponseofy(k)forwideal withthoseofthe18-bitfixed-point
implemented wopt(1) (￿g =8and ￿f =9 ), the 18-bit floating-point